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In the spring, both flowers and love are blooming… Natural
Born Lawman Texas lawman Justin Adams has always played by
the rules. Until one day the deputy catches a petty thief
attempting to steal a bottle of baby medicine. The imploring
eyes of desperate single mother Patsy Longhorn—not to
mention those of her feverish little boy—just might make him
reconsider. After breaking off relations with her husband,
Patsy Longhorn is wary of men in general, and facing police
deputy Justin Adams should have had her running for cover.
But somehow this man makes her wonder if maybe the time has
come to stop running—if maybe Justin is what she’s been
waiting her whole life to find. The Unclaimed Baby Sharon
Adams once thought she had her whole future planned—until
her dreams were snatched away and she was left running her
family’s convenience store. Then on a fateful snowy night
she finds two strangers at her door. The first is Cody
Branson, an intriguing and irresistible man from another
town. And the second is a baby, the one she’s always
dreamed, and long despaired, of finding… Loner cowboy Cord
couldn’t say exactly what had brought him to Sharon’s door
on that cold and snowy night. But when he sees Sharon Adams
with a beautiful baby in her arms, for one wild and
improbable second he dreams of having a family again. And he
knows that, whatever it takes, he has to find a way to make
it happen…
This wildflower identification guide includes over twenty
common fall blooming wildflowers with photographs. Abe's
Guide to Year of Wildflowers allows easier identification of
wildflowers in the field because it is arranged by order of
bloom. Though written for southern Indiana, the guide should
be useful for those living in southern Ohio and Illinois as
well, though there will certainly be regional variations.
Through color photographs and nontechnical descriptions,
this book introduces visitors and residents alike to the
abundant plant life in the land of bitterbrush and coyotes.
(Includes Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Ore
Gardener’s Guide to April Wildflowers includes twenty common
early spring woodland Indiana wildflowers with photographs.
This field guide allows easier identification of wildflowers
in the field because it is composed only of the earliest
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wildflowers of the season, the wildflowers that begin bloom
in April or late March. It is the first book in the “A Year
of Wildflowers” series that will portray the wildflowers of
Indiana as they progress throughout the year. This book
commences the series that will end with the October flowers.
There will be at least twenty flowers and photographs in
each book in the series. series, woodland, indiana,
60 Spectacular Plants and How to Grow Them in Your Garden
A Wildflower Sanctuary
A Naturalist's Book of Wildflowers: Celebrating 85 Native
Plants in North America
Newcomb's Wildflower Guide
Wildflower Gardens
Gardener?s Guide to May Wildflowers
Julie Woodley understands trauma. From physical and sexual abuse as a
child, to abortion, through the murder of a dear friend, to brain
injury and cancer, she's experienced more than a lifetime's worth of
pain and loss. But by the grace of God she's doing more than
surviving, she's thriving. Like a wildflower thrusting itself through
a broken sidewalk, God has raised Julie's joy and hope through the
layers of loss and into the light of His plan for her. He has
transformed her from a broken receiver of grace into a beautiful
blossom who radiates the grace she has received into the lives of
other hurting people. Trauma victims often feel weighed down by shame,
anger, confusion, and pain. They may be so accustomed to getting by
that having passion and joy seems a lost hope. In A Wildflower Grows
in Brooklyn, they'll encounter a story that will inspire them to
imagine a life restored and overflowing with all the good things God
intends for them.
When 4 teenage girls discover a body, badly beaten, a nice day at the
beach goes horribly wrong. As they embark on a quest to solve the
murder, they find themselves as the main suspects. The girls quickly
turn on each other as they are blackmailed by an unknown person and
harassed by residents of the small island they live on. Who killed the
boy? Will the girls be next? This mesmerizing mystery, suspense novel
will have you guessing until the end. Teens and Adults alike will
enjoy this mystery series. Get your copy today! 2nd Edition - May 2020
- This novel has been thoroughly updated and edited, including some
bonus content. The 4 book Wildflower Mystery Series: Secrets of
Wildflower Island Desperation on Wildflower Island Storm on Wildflower
Island Thorns on Wildflower Island
The best songs come from broken hearts. Bird Barrett has grown up on
the road, singing backup in her family's bluegrass band and playing
everywhere from Nashville, Tennessee, to Nowhere, Oklahoma. But one
fateful night, when Bird fills in for her dad by singing lead, a scout
in the audience offers her a spotlight all her own. Soon Bird is
caught up in a whirlwind of songwriting meetings, recording sessions,
and music-video shoots. Her first single hits the top twenty, and
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suddenly fans and paparazzi are around every corner. She's even caught
the eye of her longtime crush, fellow roving musician Adam Dean. With
Bird's star on the rise, though, the rest of her life falls into chaos
as tradition and ambition collide. Can Bird break out while staying
true to her roots? In a world of glamour and gold records, a young
country music star finds her voice.
"This volume spotlights some of the finest imagery of its kind. It
features 120 plates by Mary E. Eaton, who was a staff illustrator of
the New York Botanical Garden from 1911 to 1932. Also included are 8
illustrations by botanical illustrator E. J. Geske. The first-rate
botanical illustrations remain fresh and attractive to the modern
eye"-North Carolina Mountains
Beauty and the Beast
Sagebrush Country
Book 8 in the Glenbrooke Series
Wildflower Ridge
The Anatomy of a Wildflower

When Genevieve Ahrens moves into the charming community of
Glenbrooke, she revives the downtown area by purchasing the
Wallflower Restaurant and making it a town favorite. But Gena's
heart needs some renovation of its own when her daughter marries
and Gena is back in touch with her estranged husband. All of her
advice to a young friend about forgiving and trusting God to
heal the hurt haunts her as she and Stephen talk through what
went wrong in their marriage. Will the pain-filled couple
experience the joy of God's redeeming grace or the agony of
divorce? Genevieve has been married for over half her life…so
how can she suddenly fall deeply in love for the very first
time? Genevieve Ahren’s dream is coming true at last!
Glenbrooke’s Wildflowers Cafe goes up for sale and Genevieve
knows she can make it into something special. However, her new
venture is far from easy. With her husband gone so often due to
his career as an international airline pilot, Genevieve is alone
in making all the important decisions. Her heart is empty and
hollowed out...like an isolated cottage boarded up for a long
winter season. It’s in the solitude of this dark season that
Genevieve discovers friends she didn’t realize she had. When
this small circle of tender-hearted women rally around her,
Genevieve finds light streaming in through the door of her
heart. A door she thought she had locked and bolted long ago.
The biggest surprise of all is when Genevieve realizes she is
giddily in love—with the last man she expected could make her
feel this way!
Growing native wildflowers is the most beautiful and carefree
way to bring the natural landscape into your backyard. In this
handbook, discover the beautiful wildflowers and foliage plants
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that best suit your natural garden, from woodland beds to
prairie meadows to alpine rockeries to wetlands.
Texas frontier detective Shiloh Mulvane captures rugged outlaw
Justin McCord, who unbeknownst to Shiloh is a spy on a mission
to save the fate of Texas from a corrupt politician, to impress
her employer, but the tables turn when Justin holds her hostage,
forcing her into a marriage of convenience. Original.
Wildflowers of Orange County and the Santa Ana Mountains
includes Orange County, Santa Ana Mountains, Whittier-PuenteChino Hills, Prado Basin, Temescal Valley, Elsinore Basin, Santa
Rosa Plateau, San Mateo Canyon wilderness area, and San Onofre
State Beach. This publication is a novice-friendly, technically
accurate guide to wildflowers of cismontane southern California.
Tailored to Orange Country and adjacent portions of Los Angeles,
San Bernardino, Riverside, and San Diego Counties. it will prove
a useful tool to identify and learn plant families, genera, and
species in the Golden State.
Cricket
Southwest Region
A Tale Of Transcendence
An Illustrated Manual: Wildflower
Best Wildflower Hikes: Washington
Wildflower Gardening

Best Wildflower Hikes Western Washington combines the best aspects of hiking
and wildflowers into one guide. The Best Wildflower Hikes series features 40
hikes with honorable mentions throughout that focus on the best wildflowers in
western Washington.
With compassion and an unswerving regard for the truth, veteran journalist Mark
Seal lays bare the deeply moving, inspirational story of Joan Root, a dedicated
environmentalist and Oscar-nominated wildlife filmmaker. He covers her early
days in Kenya as a shy young woman with an almost uncanny ability to connect
to animals; her whirlwind courtship with the dashing Alan Root, their marriage,
and the twenty years of nonstop adventure and passionate romance that
followed, both in Africa and around the world; the shattering disintegration of the
marriage and partnership; and Joan’s triumphant struggle to reinvent herself as
the protector of her lakeshore community’s fragile ecosystem—a struggle that
would lead to her tragic death in January 2006. Joan Root dreamed of a bright
future for Kenya, a country blessed with unmatched beauty but scarred by
decades of colonization and a culture of corruption. She spent her life fighting to
make that dream a reality. Her life ended too soon, but “thanks to Seal’s
meticulous re-creation, her extraordinary life lives on.” (People, four-star review)
Wildflower lovers across Georgia know Hugh and Carol Nourse through their
popular slide lectures. Countless other enthusiasts have seen their glorious
wildflower photographs in books and magazines. Here the Nourses draw on
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years of travel around the state to share their favorite places for seeing
wildflowers. Of the many walks the Nourses have taken, these are the ones they
return to most often because of the density or the unusual nature of the floral
display. All twenty of these wildflower walks are on public land; everything you
need to know about how to find them and what to do once you're there is
included. Five walks are presented from each of Georgia's four geographic
regions: Cumberland Plateau/Ridge and Valley (northwestern Georgia); Blue
Ridge (northeastern Georgia); Piedmont (Georgia foothills and fall line); and
Coastal Plain (all of Georgia below the fall line). For each walk, a scenic photo
gives a hint of the locale's overall character. In addition, five of the wildflowers
encountered on the walk are profiled with a photograph and a detailed
description. All of the wildflowers on these walks are native to Georgia. A few are
rare and endangered. Common plant names are used in the main text; the index
lists both common and scientific names. Coverage of each walk includes
directions and a trail map plus information about: flowering season peak
flowering period flower habitats walk length and difficulty restroom availability
applicable fees
A detailed text and photographs and drawings provide guidance in domesticating
and propagating specific wild flowers and maintaining a variety of wild-flower
gardens
A Suspenseful Mystery
A Field Guide For Early Spring Wildflower Identification
Miss Lady Bird's Wildflowers
A Field Guide
Wildflower Walks & Hikes
Gardener’s Guide to September/October Wildflowers
Discusses the characteristics, names, habitats, and uses of more than a hundred
wildflowers and examines the legends associated with the flowers
"Field Book of Western Wild Flowers" by J. J. Thornber, Margaret Armstrong.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal
is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The "Wildflower" book has a basic beginner's field guide to wildflowers, all who
enjoy nature and the outdoors can identify common wildflowers, from backyard
weeds to dainty forest blossoms.. This book includes: What is Wildflower, The
Most Popular Wildflower, How to Plant Wildflower in The Fall or Winter
Witches come of age when they turn eighteen-the age where they reach the full
potential of their power and magical abilities.Cricket Kendall's birthday is a little
more than a month away. She's just moved to Emery Ridge, Colorado for her
senior year of high school in the hopes her eccentric aunt Aurora might help her
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learn all she needs to know about becoming a full-fledged witch. Just a few days
after moving to her new town, Aurora introduces Cricket to a young werewolf
from the local pack.Theo Ashbrooke is funny, charming, and super-freaking-hot.
Cricket and Theo connect right away, and it doesn't take long before they're
spending almost all of their time together. The only problem is, Theo has two
equally hot best friends: Hollis Wakefield and Cas Seymour
How to Be a Wildflower
Favorite Wildflower Walks in Georgia
The High Country
California Wildflowers and Climate Change
Wildflower

Best Wildflower Hikes Colorado includes detailed hike
descriptions, maps, and color photos for some 100 of the
state’s most scenic wildflower hikes. Encompassing state
and national parks, forests, monuments and wilderness
areas, this guide includes history, local trivia, and GPS
coordinates, leading hikers to remote corners to view
spectacular wildflowers.
Julie Woodley understands trauma. From physical and sexual
abuse as a child, to abortion, the murder of a dear friend,
brain injury, a brain tumor, and cancer, as well as two
broken marriages, she has experienced more than a
lifetime's worth of pain and loss. But by the grace of God,
she's doing more than surviving--she's thriving! Like a
wildflower thrusting itself through a broken sidewalk, God
has raised Julie's joy and hope through the layers of loss
and into the light of his plan for her. He has transformed
her from a broken receiver of grace into a beautiful
blossom who radiates the grace she has received into the
lives of other hurting people. Trauma victims often feel
weighed down by shame, anger, confusion, and pain. They may
be so accustomed to "getting by" that having passion and
joy seems impossible. In A Wildflower Thrives in Florida,
they will encounter a story that will inspire them to
imagine a life restored and overflowing with all the good
things God intends for them.
I’ve bled all the feelings in this small book of emotions,
In the form of poetry. I hope you feel it. I hope you sit
with it and face what hurts today. I hope you smile. I hope
you never give up on life.
This wildflower identification guide includes over twenty
common fall blooming wildflowers with photographs.
Gardener’s Guide to September/October Wildflowers allows
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easier identification of wildflowers in the field because
it is composed only of the late summer and early fall. Late
summer blooming wildflowers tend to be flowers of the vast
great American prairie. The prairies occupied the interior
of the North American continent and supported a cornucopia
of flowers, grasses and herbs. The prairies have
disappeared and these former prairie wildflowers now occupy
sunny meadows and roadsides throughout the Midwest. fall,
guide, field, identification, wildflower, indiana, autumn
A Wildflower Grows in Brooklyn
Little Wildflower
A Guide to the Area's Greatest Wildflower Hiking Adventures
Desperation on Wildflower Island
A Field Guide for Wildflower Identification
Wildflowers of Orange County and the Santa Ana Mountains
Little Wildflower captures the imagination of child-like adventure through its beautiful
artwork and rhythmic text. Inviting the reader along, the story evokes a message of
seeking adventure, along with the hope of unexpected surprises waiting around the
corner. After the loss of her daughter, the story depicts what the author, and her
other two daughters, imagine the first day of Heaven might have been like for her.
Teresa's summer vacation falls apart when five of her eight siblings board a
Greyhound bus in California headed back to their home in Florida. At seven, Teresa is
faced with homelessness and child abuse as she cares for her mentally unstable
mother.
Their story would shock the world. Marshall and Eliza Porter have a secret. A big one.
Haunted by guilt and shame, the couple is living their worst nightmare. Reeling from
a crisis that would destroy most marriages, they learn not to trust their friends...or
their enemies...or each other. As the bodies keep piling up, someone is watching
them and their lives begin unraveling as they quickly turn on each other. Several of
the island's residents get pulled into the mystery, when investigators find a piece of
evidence that can't be ignored. Everything the residents thought to be true is
revealed to be a dangerous lie. Wildflower Island is full of unforgettable characters
with secrets..and lies..and murder. Get caught up in this riveting mystery suspense
novel. Wildflower Mystery Series: Secrets on Wildflower Island Desperation on
Wildflower Island Storm on Wildflower Island Thorns on Wildflower Island
A charmingly illustrated keepsake and guide to native, wild plants of North America.
In this exquisitely detailed naturalist’s handbook, Laura C. Martin provides profiles of
85 wild plants and flowers found across North America, each accompanied by
lovingly illustrated and charming watercolor paintings. With dozens of notes, arrows,
and details, each chapter encourages the reader to look at the plants as a naturalist
would—opening up a whole new way of seeing nature. Martin gives details on where
the plants can be found, how they grow, how to identify them, and what natural
properties they each have. The handbook features plants from across North America,
including the Purple Coneflower, found along the East Coast from Quebec to Florida,
and the Opuntia (prickly pear) cacti found in Mexico and America’s Southwest. In
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addition to the wildflower profiles, readers will find information on growing native
plants, instructions for plant crafts, tips for conservation, and ideas for activities with
children. They’ll also discover recipes for teas, herb mixes, tinctures, and salves
using the plants described. Crafts and activities include making dyes, simple baskets,
wreaths, and crowns. A Naturalist’s Book of Wildflowers is a gift book and field guide
in one, with its treasure trove of handy information and beautiful colored drawings.
How a First Lady Changed America
Thorns on Wildflower Island
Best Wildflower Hikes Western Washington
An Extraordinary Life and Untimely Death in Africa
Oregon's Best Wildflower Hikes
Texas Wildflower
Beth Horn profiles over 50 day hikes teeming with botanical treasures in
this handy and colorful guidebook.
WildflowerPenguin
This wildflower guide written specifically for walkers and hikers
recommends 59 routes on public lands in the North Carolina Mountains,
covering Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Blue Ridge Parkway,
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests, DuPont State Forest, the
Appalachian Trail, and more. Each entry provides a map, driving and
walking directions, and descriptions of flowers to be found there. A section
on forest types and a bloom schedule are also included; over 300 color
photos assist with flower identification.
"Beauty and the Beast: California Wildflowers and Climate Change" is a 12
x 12'' beautifully illustrated and designed 264 page coffee table book
created by conservation photographers Rob Badger and Nita
Winter.Illustrations: 190 stunning images of California's diverse wildflowers
and their habitats, from high mountain passes in the Sierra Nevada
mountains to below sea level in Death Valley National Park.Essays: Sixteen
talented and diverse authors and scientists, most of whom are women,
wrote 18 storytelling style essays (1,200 to 1,800 words) about nature,
conservation, climate change or taking action. The two younger authors
write about hope and action, and what people can do to help create positive
change. The book has three sections: The Gift of Beauty, The Human
Connection and Ensuring the Future.Because people are constantly hearing
about all the negative things going on in the world, Nita and Rob believed
there was a need for a different, softer approach to grab people's attention
and center it on the climate-change story, and conservation and population
issues. They engage their audiences by first inviting them to experience the
splendor of the natural world through a universal symbol of beauty, the
wildflower, and then educate and inspire them to take some of the simple
actions they provide to create positive change and a healthier planet. Their
goal is to spread conservation and climate change ideas far beyond native
plant and nature lovers, and to plant the seeds to foster action."Beauty and
the Beast" is a 27 year photographic journey into the public lands of
California. Lands we all own, lands under constant threat of development or
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resource extraction, impacts of global warming, sea level rise and wildfires.
This book is as much a treasure as the flowers and creatures which are
featured within its pages. Nita and Rob extend a hand to you to come in and
take a long, slow look around and see what they have seen, experienced
and have learned. Book includes two comprehensive indexes and a
glossary.Co-published by WinterBadger Press and the California Native
Plant Society
Colorado's Best Wildflower Hikes
Secrets of Wildflower Island
Gardener’s Guide to April Wildflowers
The Book of Wild Flowers
Abe's Guide to Year of Wildflowers
Wildflowers
Actress Drew Barrymore shares funny, insightful, and profound stories from her past and present—told
from the place of happiness she's achieved today—in this heart-stirring New York Times bestseller that
InStyle called “deeply thoughtful and fun.” Wildflower is a portrait of Drew's life in stories as she looks
back on the adventures, challenges, and incredible experiences she’s had throughout her life. It includes
tales of living in her first apartment as a teenager (and how laundry may have saved her life), getting
stuck under a gas station overhang on a cross-country road trip, saying good-bye to her father in a way
only he could have understood, and many more journeys and lessons that have led her to the successful,
happy, and healthy place she is today.
Gardener's Guide to May Wildflowers includes twenty common early spring woodland wildflowers with
photographs. This field guide allows easier identification of wildflowers in the field because it is
composed only of the earliest wildflowers of the season, the wildflowers that begin bloom in May or late
April.
When people start dying in unusual ways on Wildflower Island, the residents are in a panic. Is there a
serial killer on the island? Are these just unfortunate accidents? As the answers begin to surface, secrets,
deep and twisted, are discovered. Secrets that no one wants revealed. It takes just one unlikely person to
see the killer’s desperate cries for help. Now that person is in danger. This mystery, thriller will be hard to
put down. Be prepared to read all night! Wildflower Mystery Series: Secrets on Wildflower Island
Desperation on Wildflower Island Storm on Wildflower Island Thorns on Wildflower Island
Based on the overwhelming popularity of the Irwins' first guide to wildflower hikes, this second volume
is sure to please. Covering the high country and western slope, the fifty hikes described in this volume
once again take the reader through truly enchanted scenery. Discover the splendor of viewing the silky
sky-blue petals of wild blue flax or breathing the scented air of wild roses. This user-friendly guide to
finding Colorado's most colorful wildflowers describes the highlights of encountering the vivid sights and
smells of wildflowers as well as other important tidbits. Wildflower enthusiasts will want to add Volume
2 to their collection.
A Field Guide For Wildflower Identification
Field Book of Western Wild Flowers
From Striving to Thriving after Sexual Abuse and Other Trauma
Best Wildflower Hikes Colorado
A Wildflower Thrives in Florida
Wildflower Folklore

The Rainbow Fish for kids who love the garden. A moving
picture book for ages 3 to 8 about a daisy who is told
she's "just a weed"--and embarks on a journey to find her
place in the garden. Daisy is new to the garden and just
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opening her petals to the sun when Rose tells her that
she's just a weed. What's a weed? Daisy asks. Weeds aren't
planted on purpose, Rose explains, and they only get in the
way. Soon Daisy compares herself to other plants in the
garden: she isn't tall like Sunflower, nor sweet like
Strawberry, nor fragrant like Rose. Daisy worries that Rose
might be right--that she is a weed after all--until a
strange and beautiful plant offers Daisy a different
perspective. Maybe Daisy can choose her own purpose! And
why do others get to decide who she is? This sweet and
empowering story is the perfect gift for teaching young
children about: Self-compassion and confidence. Daisy
learns that she is so much more than "just a weed" and that
it's up to her to define who she is, not others. Everyone
has something special about them, and supporting one
another can help us grow. The importance of loving yourself
exactly as you are.
A field guide to finding calm, creativity, and selfdiscovery through encounters with nature. A fresh
perspective, an outdoor exploration, a new adventure about
to begin—How to Be A Wildflower is a book for celebrating
these and other wide-open occasions. Encouraging selfdiscovery through encounters with nature, beloved artist
Katie Daisy brings her beautiful paintings and lettering to
this collection of things to do and make, quotes,
meditations, natural history, and more. Find wonder and
inspiration in these peaceful pages, live life to the
fullest, and discover the wild and free spirit within. “For
pure whimsy, you just can’t beat How to Be a Wildflower: A
Field Guide by Katie Daisy. The Bend, Oregon, artist brings
her beautiful paintings and lettering to this delightful
book, a collection of nature-inspired quotations,
meditations, lore, and even a recipe for fresh strawberryrhubarb pie.” —Traditional Home
Bluebonnets and lady's slippers, larkspurs and blazing
stars, black-eyed Susans and Granny's nightcaps. From a
lonely childhood in the Piney Woods of East Texas to an
exciting life in the White House, Lady Bird Johnson loved
these wildflowers with all her heart. They were her
companions in her youth, greeting her everywhere as she
explored wild forests, bayous, and hills. Later, as First
Lady, she sought to bring the beauty of wildflowers to
America's cities and highways. She wanted to make sure
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every child could enjoy the splendor of wildflowers. In
this warm, engaging look at the life of a great First Lady,
Kathi Appelt tells the story behind Lady Bird Johnson's
environmental vision. Joy Fisher Hein's colorful
wildflowers burst from every page, inviting us to share in
Lady Bird's love for natural beauty.
Line drawings face each description of the plant's basic
structural features in this guide for the amateur
wildflower sleuth
Year-Round Opportunities including Mount Rainier and
Olympic National Parks and the North Cascades
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